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of fact     (See Book VI of the Iliad and the
reference to Bellerophon a   folded tablet   )
(6) The Historical Background to the Myths and
Legends
Our knowledge of the earliest periods of Greek
lustory ia very recent The great historian
Grote writing in 1846 said that we must con
sidei the Tirst Olympiad of 776 b o as the starting
point Anything earlier was matter for conjee
ture It is largely due to the discoveries of
archaeologists that scholars are now able to push
back the f rentiers of histoi y ITrom archeeological
evidence they can now reconstruct the probable
course of events from as early a date as 3000
BO
3000 B C Early Bronze Age It was about
3000 b o when the Neolithic Age was succeeded
in the Eastern Mediterranean by the Early
Bronze Age that a bronze using people akin to
those of early Crete and the Gyclades entered
Greece and fused, with the Neolithic folk already
there These invaders were not Aryans but of
Hediteiranean stock and they worshipped the
Creat Goddess a fertility goddess who appeared
in many guises She was unmarried and in
many instances her lover appeared to her in
the form of a bird
?000 B 0 Coming of Hellenes A thousand
years later in the Middle Bronze Age a very
different kind of people began to enter Greece
These were the Hellenes or Greeks an Aryan
people from the North for whom transport and
conquest were easy by reason of their horses and
wheeled vehicles TJnhl e then: predecessors
they were patriarchal and then- chief divinity
was a tribal sky god but as they fused with
the pre Hellenic stock already m the country
so then- patriarchal worship mingled with the
matriarchal and the sky god married the earth
goddess
Minyans and lonians Successive waves of
these Hellenes invaded the country in three main
groups beginning in about 2000 b o with Minyans
and lonians
Minoan Culture Penetrating far south to the
islands and to Sicily Southern Italy and Asia
Minor they became expert navigators They
were much influenced by a brilliant and sophisti
cated Minoan culture already flourishing in
Cnossos in Crete and this began to have con
siderable effect on the mainland of Greece from
about 1580 b o onwards
1400 B C Acheeans In about 1400 b o
however Cnossos fell destroyed either by earth
quakes or by invaders for the Achseans the
second wave of Hellenes had now begun to
enter Greece and from about l-'OO to 1100 b o
Mycenae on the mainland was probably the centre
of civilisation in the jEgean world
Mycenaean Culture It Is this Mycensaan
culture of the late Bronze Age which seen
through legend is depicted in Homer s Ikocl and
Odyssey Mycenee is Agamemnon s own citadel,
and other cities where archaeological remains
are now being found are named in the Iliads
Catalogue of Ships ' The Achseans as Homer
shows them were a conquering feudal aristocracy
and a concerted attempt probably made by
them in the beginning of the twelfth century
b o to seize the Black Sea trade may be reflected
in the epic of the siege of Troy
1300 B C Dorians But the Ach&ans them
selves were soon to be defeated for at the end of
the twelfth century bo the last influx of invading
Hellenes the Dorians ancestors of the classical
Greeks entered the country They practically
destroyed the Myceneaan civilisation and the
late Bronze Age now save way to the Iron Age
The Olympian Divinities The close fusion
between the early non Aryan Mediterranean
 people with then- matriarchal culture and the
successive waves of patriarchal Hellenes was
leflected in the Greek worship of Olympians
The ancient earth goddess of fertility lived on in
such guises as Aphrodite or Hera and Zeus
sky god of the Hellenes appropriately took
Hera to wife Indeed many deities such aa
Deineter or Athene combined m the single
divmitj both Mediterranean and Hellenic
traits
A third element in Greek Olympian religion
derived from a Hittite culture flourishing m
4sia Minor m about 1300 b o which had developed
fiom a Human culture of about 1500 b o Hesiod
writing m about 750 b o incorporated some
violent Human myths of the cannibalism of the
gods m his Theogony or Birth of the Gods
The " Epic Cycle " By the eighth century b o
there was m existence a rich store of myth and
legend known as the Epic Cycle which was
drawn on by Homer and also by later poets and
dramatists
Homer's Picture Homer whose epics were
probably completed at the end of the eighth
or m the seventh century b o presents the
composite myth and legend of Greece m highly
civilised form as the beliefs of a successful
war like aristociaoy The twelve deities dwelling
on Olympus acknowledged the supiemacy of
Zeus and Dionysus the god of wine and ecstasy
who entered from Thrace in the eighth century
b o was still an outsider a god of the lower
orders
The Coming ol Dionysus But by the fifth
centuiy b o Dionysus had been accepted as an
Olympian taking the place of Hestia The
growing populanty of his worship which induced
an ecstatic union with the god m a frenzy partly
stimulated by wine partly mystical shows the
need of the recently civilised Greeks for an
impulsive religious expression which was not
always satisfied by the prudent cults of the
serene Olympians
Orpheus From the worship of Dionysus
developed that of Orpheus which aimed at
mystic union with the god through enthusiasm
wholly mystic and through purification The
Orphics believing m the transmigration of souls
and an after life had much Influence on the Greek
philosopher Pythagoras and this influence was
transmitted thiough Plato into Christianity
itself
The great influence of Greek religion on philo
sophy his only recently been recognised and
Bertrand Russell commends especially the study
of John Burnet s Early Greek Philosophy es
peclally its second chapter Science and Ee
ligion.
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